Jacobs heating and air conditioning

Emergency service needed? We're ready to help! Request Service. We ensure the best possible
results by recommending top quality systems and custom fitting them to your home or office.
They offer the best performance and efficiency on the market. No matter which one you choose,
we will customize it to the exact size and layout of your home to ensure maximum efficiency
and effortless temperature control, and all air conditioning installations are backed by a
two-year warranty. A furnace should be an invisible source of warmth, quietly and efficiently
improving the air in your space all winter. If you suspect your home needs a new furnace
installation , Jacobs can install an energy-efficient heating system from Carrier that can
potentially lower your monthly heating costs. Choosing the right size and type of system is key.
With more than 50 different furnace options available, we pride ourselves on helping customers
find the perfect systems for their homes. Heat pumps provide year-round heating, cooling, and
humidity control with exceptional energy efficiency. They can be a great alternative to
traditional HVAC products. Instead of generating heat, they warm and cool your home by
moving heat from one place to another. In mild climates like Portland and Vancouver a heat
pump installation can result in significant energy savings. At Jacobs we install the most
technologically advanced heat pumps from Carrier. Ductless heat pumps heat and cool your
home without using ductwork. Instead of blowing air through vents they use small indoor units
and an outdoor compressor to control the temperature in each room. Geothermal heat pumps
are safe, clean, and sustainable. They capture energy from the earth and use it to manage the
temperature in your home. Geothermal heat pumps can even use free excess heat to
supplement your water heater. Electric or gas? Storage or tankless? Jacobs specialists can
help you find the right fit for your home and water usage. We carry a variety of water heaters for
both homes and businesses from brands like Navien to State. Carrier has been developing
heating and cooling solutions for more than years. Homeowners and businesses around the
world know they can depend on Carrier products to be efficient and reliable. With a long history
of quality design and craftsmanship, you know your system is backed by generations of
innovation. We all love the warm glow of a homey fire. Gas fireplace inserts are more efficient
than wood-burning fireplaces and still generate real flames and give you the same cozy
experience. A thermostat replacement used to be a fairly unexciting prospect. Times have
changed. Boilers and furnaces are the two most common types of heating systems in homes
today. Quiet and allergen-free, boiler installations offer a high efficiency, clean way to heat your
home. When rain and inhospitable outdoor temperatures stick around for months, most of us
prefer to keep our homes closed up tight. Unfortunately that means we often breath stale,
recycled air. Neglected HVAC systems can make matters worse. Jacobs offers a number of
indoor air quality solutions from whole-house filters to air purifiers to thermostats that monitor
your air filters and more. Every heating and air conditioning installation should make your life
better. To help you choose the perfect system, we take a thorough look at your home. An expert
consultant will evaluate your window locations, sun exposure, ceiling heights, and insulation.
Other considerations include allergy concerns and the number of people and pets in your home.
Next, we offer you a few choices, including a good, better, and best option. Then we custom fit
your system into your space and double-check our work to make sure every installation is
flawless. Our specialists are committed to finding and installing a system that improves your
enjoyment of your home or business. When you choose Jacobs you can expect:. Request
Service Skip to content. Emergency HVAC. Your comfort is our top priority. Learn More.
Furnaces A furnace should be an invisible source of warmth, quietly and efficiently improving
the air in your space all winter. Heat Pumps Heat pumps provide year-round heating, cooling,
and humidity control with exceptional energy efficiency. Ductless Heat Pumps Ductless heat
pumps heat and cool your home without using ductwork. Geothermal Heat Pumps Geothermal
heat pumps are safe, clean, and sustainable. Carrier Products Carrier has been developing
heating and cooling solutions for more than years. Fireplace Inserts We all love the warm glow
of a homey fire. Thermostats A thermostat replacement used to be a fairly unexciting prospect.
Boilers Boilers and furnaces are the two most common types of heating systems in homes
today. Indoor Air Quality When rain and inhospitable outdoor temperatures stick around for
months, most of us prefer to keep our homes closed up tight. The Jacobs Installation Process Is
Unique Every heating and air conditioning installation should make your life better. When you
choose Jacobs you can expect: Premium-quality heating and air conditioning systems Prompt,
professional service Experienced installers who know their stuff Warranties on all installations.
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged. Our Partners. Emergency
service needed? We're ready to help! Request Service. With beautiful rivers and snow-capped
mountains, the Portland area is a jewel that all of us enjoy. When you come in from mountain
gazing, you want to enjoy your indoor spaces just as much. Jacobs brings heating and cooling
solutions to both our residential and commercial customers in the Portland metro area , offering

quality installation and the best products from leading brands so you â€” our neighbors â€”
thrive. A well-running HVAC system means your indoor spaces â€” both home and business
â€” are healthy for the people who live, shop, and work there. We keep your system operating
the way it was designed to run â€” smoothly and with minimal energy use. The repair and
maintenance services we provide will keep your home healthy and safe all day, every day:. The
range of technology we have today for heating and cooling indoor spaces is truly amazing. Our
technicians are pros that evaluate what you need and provide you the best solutions. At every
installation, our consultants do an in-depth look at your home to determine what system will
keep you comfortable for years to come. We help you have a clear understanding of your
project, including:. We Maximize Your Home Comfort. A more comfortable home is closer than
you might think. New home or old home â€” Jacobs provides all types of residential heating and
air conditioning services for our community. Our experts install top-quality systems and
custom-fit them to your home so every time you walk through the front door you are happily
comfortable. We keep your business running efficiently. The experts at Jacobs customize your
commercial HVAC systems so that everything from the parts to the ductwork is perfect for your
space. We carry a wide inventory of commercial heating and cooling products from Carrier ,
Daikin, Venmar, Honeywell, Navien, and Mitsubishi. We get your project done right. The Jacobs
team of professionals has been tackling the unique challenges of commercial, industrial,
multi-family, or residential construction projects all over the Portland metro area for nearly 70
years. We have been a trusted partner on a variety of distinctive projects, providing innovative
solutions so residents and customers can stay comfortable all year long. From day one we have
built a legacy of trust in our community that is based on customer service. We believe we are
the best and make sure our employees have the tools and the training to be the best. Jacobs
currently employs more than people, many of whom have been with the company 10, 20, and
even 30 years. That type of loyalty is a testimony to the heritage of the company established
from day one by founder Basil Jacobs. Keep Reading. Request Service Skip to content.
Emergency HVAC. Get in Touch. Our Covid Precautions. Committed to Giving You the Best
Since Explore Services. Explore Installations. Commercial We keep your business running
efficiently The experts at Jacobs customize your commercial HVAC systems so that everything
from the parts to the ductwork is perfect for your space. Projects We get your project done right
The Jacobs team of professionals has been tackling the unique challenges of commercial,
industrial, multi-family, or residential construction projects all over the Portland metro area for
nearly 70 years. Jacobs Legacy of Trust About us. HVAC Talk. Overheated people tend to not be
very productive. Hot Keep Reading. Most people in the Portland area spend a good deal of time
indoors which makes indoor air quality a pretty important piece of health. Breathing fresh air
that is free of allergens and Keep Reading. Winter is upon us in the Pacific Northwest, and with
people spending more time inside, it is important to make sure indoor air quality in the home is
high. Doing so will not Keep Reading. This field is for validation purposes and should be left
unchanged. Our Partners. Now, three generations and almost a century later, Robert Jacob runs
the company with a focus on family values, making it one of the longest running businesses in
the area. Contact us to schedule an appointment or request service. We have been dealing with
your firm for many years for our service work. When it was time for a new installation, we knew
you Everyone, the office and service workers, respond with courtesy and We were unable to be
home when our air conditioning system was installed but felt confident that everyone involved
would handle our situation with the You all have been very courteous, fast and very patient.
Specialist Alan was especially professional, thorough, and very pleasant. I would recommend
you to anyone If you know someone who hired a certain West Volusia contractor you are
considering, make sure to ask them about the experience. Seek an honest opinion before you
hire! Click HERE to see what our customers are saying about us. We follow industry-leading
standards and strive to meet the highest customer satisfaction scores. Contractors who take
the time to get certified often have more experience and will provide better service. We are
licensed for repair and installation! We have been your comfort control experts since ! We are
surely living in interesting times! In light of the current COVID pandemic, we have implemented
actions that will enhance the safety of all of our team members and our customers. Please see
below, for what this may mean in relation to our services:. We are continuing to monitor the
progression of the virus on the impact of our community. We have contingency plans in place
that will allow us to continue to service our customers. Make a Payment Online. EPA certified
extensive experience Screenings. Less Clutter. Request Service. Our skilled technicians are
trained in HVAC diagnostics and repair, and our dispatching team works to get them to you as
quickly as possible. The most significant day in the life of your HVAC system is the day that it is
installed. We strive to provide proper installation at every install and to educate our customers
on how to maintain their investment for years to come. Preventative maintenance is known to

help extend the life of HVAC systems, improve comfort, and lower energy costs. Our Planned
Maintenance Agreement customers benefit from two maintenance visits per year, discounts on
service calls, priority service, a
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nd more. Read More. Service Type? Repair New System. Margaret Lee. Morris and Diane
Goodwin. Paul Lafiosca. Dear neighbors and friends, We are surely living in interesting times!
Please see below, for what this may mean in relation to our services: If you have a residential
planned maintenance visit scheduled before March 30, you will be contacted to reschedule at a
later date. All non-urgent repairs will be scheduled for after March We have suspended all
walk-in visits to both shops for over-the-counter payments or purchases. Anyone wanting to
make a payment on their account should be directed to the online payment portal here. Anyone
wanting to submit custom metalwork should call us for directions on how to submit
specifications. All service technicians and installers will have limited access to our office, where
our administrative support is located. Unless necessary, we are limiting the interaction between
office and field teams. Thank you for your consistent loyalty and patronage.

